PLAN OF GARRAGE
PLINTH AREA - 74.48 SQM

PLAN OF WASH
PLINTH AREA - 10.00 SQM

APPROVAL NOTE:
THIS DFM. HAVE BEEN
APPROVED BY BSB
VIDE NO. 1220/08 AT
NSP-15 PARA 97 TO 98.

NOTES:
THE PLAN HAVE BEEN DEVELOPMENT AS PER
APPROVED AREAS OF A USE COMPOSITE BOP
BY VIDE THEIR LETTER NO. 11013/ 49/ 2006 BMI
DATED 14MAY 2009.

BREIF SPECIFICATIONS:
1. KOTA STONE FLOORING /POLISHED
2. CERAMIC DADO IN KITCHEN
3. KOTA STONE/MARBLE/ GRANITE WORK TOP
4. GAS STOVE PROVISION MADE
5. DEEP FREEZE REFRIGERATOR PROVISION MADE
6. SOLAR POWERED HOT WATER AND SOLAR
   COOLER PROVISION MADE

NOTES:
1) BUILDINGS TO BE SITED ABOVE HIGH FLOOD LEVEL.
2) EARTH FILLING INSIDE BUND AREA TO BE MADE
   WHEREVER REQUIRED AND ENSURE NO
   WATERLOGGING AT SITE.
3) FLAT ROOF (RCC) IN DRY AREAS AND SLOPE ROOF
   IN HIGH RAINFALL AREAS TO BE PROVIDED
4) RAIN WATER HARVESTING PROVISIONS TO BE KEPT.
PLAN OF BARRACK (B TYPE)
PLINTH AREA - 160.53 SQM

NOTES:
The plan has been developed as per approved areas of use composite BOP by vide their letter no. 11013/49/2006 BMIII dated 14 May 2006.

APPROVAL NOTE:
This DRG. Have been approved by BSF vide no. 122016/18 at NSP-16 PARA 87 to 90.

BREIF SPECIFICATIONS:
1. Kota Stone flooring / polished
2. Ceramic dado in kitchen
3. Kota stone/marble/ granite work top
4. Gas stove provision made
5. Deep freeze refrigerator provision made
6. Solar powered hot water and solar cooler provision made

NOTES:
1. Buildings to be sited above high flood level.
2. Earth filling inside bund area to be made wherever required and ensure no waterlogging at site.
3. Flat roof (RD) in dry areas and slope roof in high rainfall areas to be provided
4. Rain water harvesting provisions to be kept.
5. Basic fixtures & furniture to be provided by executing agency.

DRAWINGS ARE READY FOR TENDER PURPOSE ONLY.
PLAN FOR A TYPE 20 MEN' A" TYPE BARRACKS
PLINTH AREA - 202.16 SQM

NOTES:
The plan have been development as per approved areas of a use composite BOP by vide their letter no. 11013/49/2006 BMII dated 14 May 2009.

APPROVAL NOTE:
This DRG. have been approved by BSF vide no. 12206/08 at NSP-16 para B7 to B9.

BREIF SPECIFICATIONS:
1. Kota stone flooring/polished
2. Ceramic dado in kitchen
3. Kota stone/marble/granite work top
4. Gas stove provision made
5. Deep freeze refrigerator provision made
6. Solar powered hot water and solar cooler provision made

NOTES:
1) Buildings to be sited above high flood level.
2) Earth filling inside bund areas to be made wherever required and ensure no waterlogging at site.
3) Flat roof (ROC) in dry areas and slope roof in high rainfall areas to be provided.
4) Rain water harvesting provisions to be kept.
5) Basic fixtures & furniture to be provided by executing agency.

DRAWINGS ARE READY FOR TENDER PURPOSE ONLY.